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HISTORICALLY THERE HAVE BEEN differences of opinion about
the relative merits of Theravada and Mahayana Buddhism and,
if you read much of the literature, they would seem to be quite
divergent in their approaches toward Buddhist practice – yet
there also seem to be some tremendous affinities.
When I arrived at the International Forest Monastery in
Thailand, I had never read any Buddhist books and I wasn’t
actually in search of becoming a Buddhist monk. I was a wanderer,
a free-lance spiritual seeker, and I just happened to turn up at this
forest monastery that Ajahn Sumedho had established a couple of
years before, basically as a place for a free meal and a roof over my
head for a few nights. Little did I expect, some twelve or thirteen
years later, that I would be doing what I am doing now. But when
I went there and asked the monks about Buddhism, to explain
things a little bit for me so that I could get a feel for what their
life was about, the first thing one of them did was to give me a
copy of a book of talks by a Zen Master, and he said, ‘Don’t bother
trying to read the Theravada literature; it’s terribly boring, very
dry. Read this, it is pretty much the same thing that we’re doing,
and it will give you a sense of what our practice is about.’ And I
thought, ‘Well, obviously these guys are not too hung up on their
tradition.’ The book was Zen Mind, Beginner’s Mind.
So, one could see right from the beginning that, even though
there is a strength to the particular form within any Buddhist
country, one is not necessarily constricted or limited by that.
I was there for months before I even heard of ‘Theravada’ and
‘Mahayana,’ let alone the differences of opinion between them. It
seemed that when you actually lived the life there really wasn’t
any great disparity, but if you thought about it a lot, and if you
were the kind of person who wrote histories and books and had
got into the political side of religious life, then that was where the
divergences occurred.
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I have heard Ajahn Sumedho recount a few times over the
years that, for the first year of his monastic life, he had been
practising using the instructions from a Ch’an meditation
retreat given by the Ven. Master Hsü Yün, and that he had used
the Dharma talks from that retreat given in China as his basic
meditation instruction. When he went to Wat Pah Pong, Ajahn
Chah asked him what kind of meditation he had been doing, at
first he thought, ‘Oh no, he’s going to get me to give this up and
do his method.’ But, when Ajahn Sumedho described what he had
been doing and mentioned that it had had excellent results, Ajahn
Chah said, ‘Oh, very good, just carry on doing that.’
So, one sees that there is a very strong unity of purpose; even
though there might be historical differences between the two
traditions, they are very much in accordance with each other.
And one begins to see what the different Buddhist traditions are
talking about. They get sectioned out into Hinayana or Mahayana
or Vajrayana, as different types of Buddhist practice, but they are
basically just different labels which are talking about attitudes
of mind and, when the traditions are used wisely, then they will
address all aspects of our mind, from the most selfish and mundane
to the most exalted. They address all the different levels of our
life, and it’s only when they are not understood, when people take
them as fixed positions, that there is any conflict amongst them.
Theravada Buddhism, for instance, is often taken to represent
the Hinayana position, the self-concern of ‘Quick, let me out of
here, I’ve had enough of this mess; I want this to be over as quickly
as possible.’ One can see that that represents a very definite stage
in one’s own spiritual development. For example, we start out
with just a worldly attitude; basically we’re not interested in
spiritual development at all. We just want happiness, however
and wherever we can find it. We have a worldly outlook and no
real spiritual direction at all. So then our first kind of awakening
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to spiritual life is when we start to acknowledge suffering. We
recognize the need to rescue ourselves, to help ourselves.
So, the Hinayana refers to this initial stepping onto the
spiritual path and seeing that there’s something that needs to be
done to sort out our own life. It’s a natural self-concern; you don’t
set about helping other people or being too concerned about the
welfare of others if you yourself are drowning. You have to get
yourself to some firm shore to begin with. But then basing your
spiritual practice around self-concern, and just trying to make
your own life peaceful and happy is obviously of limited worth.
We can see that if we do get stuck at that level, there is a certain
aridity and barrenness that will set in.
I had an interesting experience concerning this recently.
Normally my personality is of a friendly, generous, outgoing type,
and I’ve always had quite a fondness for the Mahayana Buddhist
teachings. However, I found toward the end of last year that a
certain nihilism was creeping in. The abiding tendency was one of
‘I’ve had enough of this; I want out.’ This was really quite unusual
for me and it started to come on very strongly. The idea of living
into old age and having to cope with human existence and the
trivialities of life and the tedium of a boring monastic routine was
NO FUN. It all started to look incredibly uninviting. It was like
being stuck out in the middle of a salt flat with no horizon visible.
It was a strong, grinding negativity. I didn’t feel friendly toward
anyone; I felt no inspiration toward monastic life. The whole
thing was a tedious rigmarole.
Every two weeks we have a recitation of our monastic rules and
it takes about 45 minutes to chant. This is the regular refreshment
of the spirit of monastic community – renewing our aspiration
and our dedication to our discipline and our life-style. And I’m
sitting there reciting these rules and my mind is saying, ‘What a
total farce, what a waste of time this is’ – and trying to remember
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the words I’m supposed to be chanting at the same time. Also, this
was at the beginning of the monastic winter retreat that I was
supposed to be helping to teach; I thought, ‘This is really going to
be difficult.’ I was supposed to be inspiring these young monks
and nuns and my mind was going through this very negative state.
I was watching this, but there seemed to be a lot of justification
for thinking in this negative way. I thought, ‘Well, maybe I had it
wrong all these years, maybe I was just being an empty-headed,
overly optimistic fool and maybe being a bored cynic was actually
the right path all along.’
Then one night I had a very vivid dream, in full colour. In this
dream I ate my hands, finger by finger. I pulled off my thumb and
then each finger and ate them. It was so vivid I could taste them
and it was even a bland taste. I ate the whole of my left hand then
started on my right hand, and I ate the first three fingers until
there was only my index finger and thumb left. Then something
in me said, ‘Wake up!’ I woke up and there was a very, very clear
memory of this dream. Instantly I realized what I had been doing.
Out of heedlessness I had been destroying those very faculties that
were my most helpful friends and assistants. The negative and
self-destructive attitudes were covering up and burning away all
of the good qualities. The spiritual qualities that were there were
being destroyed. It was really a shock to the system, and I realized
I had been taking the wrong track. Then something else happened
spontaneously. I had not really been thinking about Mahayana
Buddhism or the Bodhisattva ideal, but what happened was that
I started to say to myself, ‘Well, I don’t care whether I feel even
one moment of happiness for myself in this life; I don’t care if
I have to be reborn ten thousand million times. If I can just do
one kind act for one other being in a thousand million lifetimes,
then all that time will not have been wasted.’ Thoughts like this
began to come up spontaneously in my mind, and I suddenly felt
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an incredible joy and happiness, and a feeling of relief; which
is strange if you think about it rationally: ten thousand million
lifetimes of ineffective activity and complete pain and boredom.
But the result was a vibrant joy and delight. It was the breaking
out of the prison of self-concern.
When the mind goes into that kind of death-wish mentality,
just waiting for it all to be over, then all you’re concerned about
is yourself. You become blind and immune to other people. Even
if you don’t want to be, you find that you’re building all sorts of
walls around yourself. And I could see that this was very much
the cause of the spirit of the Mahayana tradition and teaching: to
arouse that unselfishness, that readiness, even if it is a pointlessly
vast task, to take it on anyway. It then releases the natural
altruism and affinities we have for other beings. We recognize
our interconnectedness with all other beings, all other lives, and
out of respect for that, one feels a sense of joy in being able to
give, to help and to serve.
It is interesting that, at about that same time, someone gave
me a book which showed me that this principle was found not
only in the Buddhist tradition. The author was talking about
this principle and gave examples from both the Hindu and the
Judaic traditions. He told the story of Sri Ramakrishna and how,
before he and Swami Vivekananda were born, he had tracked
down Vivekananda (who was his chief disciple) up in one of
the high Brahma heavens – he was absorbed in meditation,
utterly disinterested in the world, ‘Close to the mountain of
the Absolute.’ What a great phrase! Anyway, Vivekananda was
seated there, totally enraptured in bliss. Then Ramakrishna took
on the form of a little child; he wove the body of a golden child
out of the atmosphere of this high realm and he started to sing
and play in front of this sage. Eventually, after some time, the
sage’s attention gets caught and he opens his eyes and sees this
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incredibly charming little child, playing and cavorting in front of
him. And finally, with his eyes completely opened, he is looking
at the child, and the child says to him, ‘I’m going down; you come
with me.’ So, Vivekananda went down and joined him.
The other example was of a Rabbi named Rabbi Leib. He was
telling some of his disciples, ‘Before this life I did not want to be
born; I did not want to come here. This human world is so full
of foolishness and crazy, idiotic people. I had had enough of
the whole thing and just couldn’t be bothered with it. And then
one day this fellow comes along, he looked like a peasant, with
a shovel over his shoulder, and he says to me, “Haven’t you got
anything better to do than to lie around here all day just enjoying
the bliss of eternity. I work non-stop just trying to bring a little
happiness, a little more joy, into the lives of other people, and
what are you doing? You’re just hanging around!”’ He said that
he was so touched by this person that he agreed to go along. This
fellow with the shovel was the Baal Shem Tov, one of the founders
of the Hassidim. It is said that he roams around the upper realms
of the cosmos looking for likely characters whom he can dispatch
down to earth to take care of the likes of us. So, it is interesting
to see that this same principle exists in human experience in
different traditions.

Self-concern takes us into a desert experience – even when we
notice that the more coarse defilements of mind have abated
or have worn themselves out, when we’re not possessed by too
much anxiety or lust, greed, aversion, jealousy, or whatever, and
the mind is quite peaceful. As you may be aware, now that you’ve
been a week into the meditation retreat, you can be sitting there
with your mind quite concentrated, quite still and, rather than
feeling rapture or a sense of wholeness and totality, the feeling is
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one of, ‘So what? Is this really what the Buddha built his teaching
around, this blank mental state, with nothing much happening?’
With nothing much in the way of thoughts and feelings, no
great passions to wrestle with, it’s like being in some little grey
room. It’s not disturbing in any way, but it seems a pretty tame
experience to build a world religion around.
You think, ‘This is a rip-off! I’ve been struggling away for five
or six years with fear and lust and so on, and now I get to the
free space – here we are out in the open – and it’s a desert. This
is not right!’ But then, what you realize is that this is not what
the Buddha was pointing to as the goal of the holy life, because
even though one can’t see any outstanding objects causing
obstruction or defilement, what is there is you , or in this case,
me. There is the sense of I – someone here experiencing – there’s
a person. This sense of identity, even though it is not outstanding,
leaping out making itself vivid, is a constant presence. The ego
is a psychological structure that is there like a wall around us,
like a prison. And because we are so caught up with life in the
prison, we don’t notice that we are actually hemmed in. It is only
when everything has cooled down and one has a chance to look
around and take in the surroundings that one has a chance to feel
the sense of limitation, barrenness; there’s a boredom, it’s just
BLEAAGGHH!
Even in Mahayana Buddhism – which is outgoing, geared
toward altruism, generosity, compassion, developing a spiritual
life for the sake of all beings – if our practice stops at the state
of ‘me giving my life to help all others,’ even if this is highly
developed, at the end of it there’s still ME and YOU – me who is
helping all sentient beings. Even in that respect, even though there
can be a lot of joy, you still find this barrier, a sense of isolation or
meaninglessness. There’s a separation there. So, it is important
to use the meditation practice to not just absorb into altruistic
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thoughts and feelings, because, if you notice, a lot of the Buddha’s
teachings revolve around selflessness, around emptiness, like the
teachings on anatta. If there is no self, who is it who’s going to be
radiating kindness over the entire world? If there’s no self, then
who is sending metta and who is there to send it to?
One then sees that there is a level of understanding, of being,
which is beyond that which is tied up with self and other. No
matter how high, refined and pure our aspiration might be, unless
we go beyond that sense of self-identity and division in that
respect, then there will always be that feeling of incompleteness;
the desert experience will creep in.
So, if we pass through that grand-hearted attitude of mind,
then we realize that which pertains to the wisdom of ultimate
understanding, of Ultimate Reality; that which is called the Vajra
teachings. Vajra means diamond or thunderbolt, indestructible,
supremely powerful, the adamantine Truth. This is the
understanding of selflessness. When the attention is put onto the
feeling of ‘I,’ one uses the practice to illuminate the assumptions
we make about our identity. We have to turn the mind around
from external objects, to shine it back upon the assumptions that
we make about the ‘subject.’ When the mind is calm and settled,
it’s very helpful to start inquiring, ‘Who is the person that is the
centre of all of this?’ ‘Who is it that is meditating?’ ‘Who is it that’s
knowing this?’ ‘Who is the one who knows?’ ‘What knows thought
and feeling?’ It’s when we look and challenge the assumptions
about there being a discreet entity here, then suddenly the prison
walls collapse.
I had an experience of this some six or seven years ago – when
I first started using this kind of meditation on a long retreat,
asking ‘Who am I?’ or ‘What am I?’ and using that to create a
hesitation in the mind, to put the sense of self into perspective; it
felt like stepping out of a grey prison cell into sunshine and a field
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of flowers. It was a tremendous feeling of refreshment and relief,
like coming across an oasis in the desert.
The Buddha said that the greatest happiness of all is to be free
from the sense of ‘I am.’ Now, this might seem to some people to be
a bit farcical or pointless, because our ‘self’ seems to be the most
real thing in the whole universe – ‘If anything is real, I am.’ But
it’s only because we have never really looked, or inquired into the
feeling of I, of me, of mine. It’s only because we have never really
studied that and seen it clearly that that illusion is maintained.
Once you look at it closely, then the illusion falls apart. You can’t
be taken in by that.
So, one uses enquiry to challenge the assumptions that we
are making and the walls that we create within the mind. That
challenging of those assumptions is what dissolves the illusion.
The instinct of the ego, however, is to immediately start creating
things which produce activity elsewhere so that our attention
will be distracted, so that we will stop doing this. The ego is like
any creature that is frightened of dying, and as soon as we start
to challenge the supremacy and the centrality of it, then a panic
reaction gets going. You will find that the mind can throw up all
kinds of interesting and compelling thoughts to persuade you to
engage in something else quickly. So, one requires a great deal of
resolution just to say ‘NO!’ and to bring the mind back to asking,
‘Who is this?’ ‘What is knowing this panic?’ ‘What is knowing this
feeling?’

In the Vajra Prajña Paramita Sutra you find statements like ‘No mark
of self, no mark of other, no mark of living beings, no mark of a
life,’ or ‘All conditioned dharmas are dreams, illusions, bubbles,
shadows, like dew drops and a lightning flash, contemplate them
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thus,’ or ‘Everything is made from mind alone.’ And in the Heart
Sutra as well, which they recite here at the City of Ten Thousand
Buddhas every day, there are sections of it which go, ‘There
is no form, no feeling, no perception, no mental formations,
no consciousness, no ignorance, no birth, no aging, no death,
no suffering, no attainment and no Way.’ What this is doing is
stepping out of the whole conditioned realm, putting the whole
conditioned realm into perspective – do not seek for liberation,
for certainty, for security in that which is inherently insecure,
inherently bound and tied up with time, self, birth and death. As
long as we are seeking for happiness in the conditioned sensory
world, then we are bound to be disappointed. We cannot possibly
find it there. And things like birth, death, self, other, suffering –
these are relative truths and ultimately there is no suffering, no
one is ever born, no one ever dies. All there is is ‘Suchness’ or ‘The
Wonderful’ or ‘Universal Mind’ or any one of a number of terms
that are used.
The interesting thing is you don’t find this just in the Mahayana
or Vajrayana texts. It is fully explained and spelled out by the
Buddha also in the Theravadan scriptures, although it may not get
emphasized enough. You even get teachers who say that anatta
should not be taught, that it is a dangerous teaching. After a talk
that Ajahn Sumedho gave once, a well-known Buddhist teacher
who was there was incredibly upset and disturbed that Ajahn
Sumedho was teaching anatta to lay people. He thought this was
most irresponsible (although he himself was a lay person!). Also
I’ve been told of an eminent monk in Thailand who feels the same
way; he thinks that anatta is too potent a teaching to pass on to all
of you people, but I don’t think so (laughter). This is the supremely
liberating teaching, and you find a lot within the Theravada that
is glossed over, that does continually push the mind to this point
of ultimate wisdom.
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For example, there is an inquiry made to a monk called
Anuradha where he’s questioned by some Brahmin scholars on
‘What is the nature of an enlightened being after death?’ ‘What
happens to a Tathagata, an enlightened one, after the death of the
body?’ ‘Do they exist?’
The monk replies, ‘This is not spoken of by the Enlightened
One.’
He is asked, ‘Well, do they not exist?’
‘This is not spoken of by the Enlightened One.’
‘Well, do they both exist and not exist?’
‘This is not spoken of by the Enlightened One either,’ he replies.
‘Then, do they neither exist nor not exist?’
‘This, too,’ he says, ‘is not spoken of by the Enlightened One.’
So they say to him, ‘You must be a fool or one who is newly gone
forth. You obviously do not understand the Buddha’s teaching or
you would be able to give us a decent answer.’
Then he goes to the Buddha and tells the Buddha of the
conversation he had with these people, and he asks, ‘Did I answer
in the right way?’ And the Buddha said, ‘Yes, Anuradha you
answered well.’
‘Do you see the Tathagata as being the five khandhas?’
‘No Lord.’
‘Do you see the Tathagata, as having the five khandhas?’
And he says, ‘No, Lord.’
‘Do you see the Tathagata as not having the five khandhas?’
And he says, ‘No, that’s not true either.’
‘Do you see the Tathagata as being within the five khandhas?’
‘No Lord.’
‘Do you then see the Tathagata as being separated from, outside
of, the five khandhas?’
He says, ‘No, not that either.’
‘Correct!’ said the Buddha, ‘Just so – what I teach, both now
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and formerly, is suffering and the end of suffering.’
The Buddha advises us not to try to define the enlightened in
conceptual terms because any conceptual definition can only fall
short, can only be relatively true. The Buddha made very clear in
the Theravada teaching just as much as in the scriptures of the
Northern school that the ultimate perspective on things is the
perspective of no fixed position, of actual realization of Truth,
abiding in that position of Awareness, rather than taking any kind
of conceptual or idealistic position. That is our Refuge. Taking
Refuge with Buddha is being that Awareness. So that we see that
everything to do with our body, our feelings, our personality, our
age, our nationality, our problems, our talents, all of these are
simply attributes of the conditioned world that arise and pass
away and there is awareness of those. The whole point of the
practice is to constantly abide in that quality of Awareness.
Life is going to be frustrating and painful if we are looking for
certainty and definition in terms of being a person, being some
place – a being in time. It’s only when we let go of the sense of I,
me and mine, of the sense of there being a person here who has
anywhere to go to, or anywhere not to go to, that there is the
clear abiding in Awareness.
The tendency of the mind is often to conceptualize that. You
say, ‘OK, I’m just going to be aware,’ and you take that as an ideal
and try to fill the mind with that thought. What will happen
then is that the thought turns into an object, so rather than
just resting in being the knowing, we try to see what it is that is
knowing. As Ajahn Chah would sometimes say – you’re riding a
horse and looking for the horse. We wonder, ‘Who is it that knows
the knower?’ ‘Who is it that knows the thing that’s knowing the
knowing?’
One can get the impression that there’s some sort of infinite
regression happening here, and that it’s like falling off a cliff
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backwards. But it’s not – because what happens is that when
we let go of our sense of identity, then there is just the clear
knowing. The mind rests in the bright, selfless, knowing, timeless
state. And then the idea arises, ‘Oh, there is knowing.’ So rather
than just resting in that pure knowing, we attach to the thought
that there is something that is knowing. We’re just fixing on that
thought and then stepping out into the conditioned world. As
we attach to any thought we’re stepping away from that sense
of pure knowing. If there is just pure knowing it’s like being up
against the back wall. As soon as we hold onto any thought we
walk away from the wall. We’re going out into experience, going
out into attachment to some condition.
If we just allow the mind to relax and rest in that sense of
knowing, in that purity of being, then there is liberation, there
is freedom right at that point. At that point, the mind is aware
of the sense of unity, of Suchness, there is the unifying vision
which in Christian terms they call beatitude. The beatific vision
is the vision of totality, of wholeness, the disappearance of any
separateness. In this realization there is no self – it’s not you
being with Ultimate Truth – there’s just THIS, the mind in its pure
awakened state, Dhamma aware of its own nature.

With the early presence of Buddhism in America in the 1950s and
early ’60s, there was a tremendous amount of use of this kind
of understanding; people were saying, ‘Everyone is a Buddha,’
‘We’re all Buddhas,’ ‘Everyone is perfect.’ And, instead of this
giving rise to people having the conduct of Buddhas, which is
modest, gentle, and restrained, what this was sometimes taken as
was a justification of license. Whatever you do, it’s perfect – sober
is perfect, drunk is perfect, to do whatever you feel like doing,
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whatever you’re inspired to do – it’s all empty. It’s all Suchness.
For people who took that highest principle as a fixed position or
identity to hold onto… you can see that just the idea of it was not
enough, and it caused some of the brightest Buddhist lights of the
Beat generation to die as alcoholics. There was a great sense of
freedom of spirit that was inspiring it, but the idea of us all being
Buddhas and everything being perfect is not exactly the same as
the direct realization of that. When the mind truly rests with that
realization, then what flows forth from it is a purity of conduct,
a purity of speech and action, a gentleness, a harmlessness and
simplicity. The Buddha’s response to his enlightenment, being
totally free and beyond any suffering, was not to pursue physical
pleasures or seek intoxication. His response was to live incredibly
carefully and modestly, using the things of the earth with
frugality. He could have conjured up anything he wanted, but he
chose to live as a barefoot renunciant, a peaceful, harmless being.
One can see that some Buddhist traditions over the centuries
have become caught up in this problem, whereby the principle
is attached to and then taken as an identity – ‘I am a Mahayana
Buddhist,’ or ‘I am a Theravadan Buddhist,’ or ‘I am a Vajrayana
Buddhist.’ That’s like wearing a badge that gives one a certain
credential, rather than seeing that the terms referred to are
attitudes of being. For instance in England, at the Buddhist
Society Summer School every year, one group would go and have
their evening meetings down at the pub, ostensibly because they
‘had got beyond form.’ So, they would have their evening Dharma
discussions down at the pub, which is all right; they are free to
do what they want. The Theravadans just sit around, chatter and
drink tea. But you could see that the attitude was, ‘Well, we’re
of the Supreme Vehicle. We don’t need to be bothered with the
petty concerns of sila; we respect the ultimate Buddha nature of
all beings.’ And one could see that a lot of their inspiration and
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noble energy was getting side-tracked into justifying the simple
quality of preference: that they found it enjoyable to have a drink
or two, fool around and have an unrestrained time. Again, they
are free to do as they choose, but it’s a sad mistake to label this as
the practice of Buddha-Dhamma.
The result of this – trying to realize emptiness within a freewheeling life – means that we then have the challenge of realizing
the emptiness of the despair and depression that comes from
following those desires. People are free to take on the challenge!!!
But it’s a related thing; we can’t just absorb into pleasure without
getting the other side of it as well. It’s as if we’re holding onto the
wheel as it goes up the pleasure side, but we’re still holding onto
it as it goes down the other side. I’m not saying these things as a
put-down but, having done this quite a bit myself, I realize that
we just don’t have the presence of mind to let go at the top! It’s
the way we’d like it to be but it doesn’t operate like that.
At the beginning of the retreat everyone took the Refuges and
Precepts. This symbolic act is to refresh our aspiration toward
being a Buddhist, toward being Buddha. It’s not a ceremony that
one goes through to … become a Buddhist, like a baptism. It’s much
more that it’s up to us to refresh our aspiration within ourselves.
Externally, we can adhere to a form, to a tradition, to a pattern
but if we don’t eventually internalize that, if we don’t bring that
within ourselves and make being Buddha, being The-One-WhoKnows the aim, then any amount of external dedication to a
particular form or tradition will not avail us very much in the
long run.
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One final point that we tend to not understand is that – if there
is no self, if one is aiming to come from this position of ultimate
wisdom, then why do we bother with things like spreading metta?
If there is nobody here and nobody there, then why go through all
the trouble of sending metta across the universe? Or the sharing
of merit: you know there’s no one here and there’s no one there,
so what’s the point? Wouldn’t we be better off saving our energy
and doing something else? This is important to understand – how
the different levels of our life interplay with each other – because
even though at some moment we might be seeing life from the
level of pure wisdom, from that place of timeless-spacelessselfless awareness, the rest of the world is not necessarily seeing
things from that point of view. What you have within Buddhist
practice is a way of tying together all the different levels
of our being.
The Buddha used conventional forms, he used personal
pronouns. When people asked him questions such as, ‘If there’s
no self, why do you refer to yourself as an individual? Why do you
talk to other people, why do you name people?’ And the Buddha
said, ‘Even though fundamentally there is no self, I use common
speech in order to communicate things to people on a level that
they can understand.’ So, when we are thinking about things like
spreading metta, creating good karma, sharing the blessings of
our life, one puts forth the effort to do that. You put your heart
into spreading loving-kindness. You do it.
We set up monasteries, we put effort into creating opportunities
and environments for people to learn from. We teach, offer
guidance and support and instruction. But, having brought those
forms into existence, then one dissolves any attachment to them.
We bring forth wholesome principles and energies into people’s
lives, but we do not give them a sense of ultimate substantiality. We
see that they are merely shapes, forms, patterns of consciousness.
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The sounds that I say, these are ear-consciousness, sounds that
you all are aware of. There is the expression that the Buddha was
the supreme weaver of dreams in order to wake up the dreamers.
His teachings, his words and actions, are a system of dreams.
Dreamstuff. But the mastery of the Buddha was that he created
dreams which enabled the dreamers to awaken; to lead us out of
the dream world into real life, into the true world.
As an example, for many years I had no feeling at all for
devotional practice. ‘Anatta, that’s what it’s all about!’ Every
morning and evening, as we did our traditional chanting I would
go along with it, try to stay in tune and so on, but basically I felt
it was all pointless. Then I began to realize that I was missing the
spirit of the whole thing – if we have right understanding, then
we can bring forth those energies into words, bring forth kindness
and benevolence, bring forth things which are useful and helpful
into the world – but then not to own them, to leave them as they
are, that is the great art and it is also the greatest blessing. You
can see why the Buddha taught in the way that he did. It wasn’t
for him. It was to provide things for those of us who would come
after: forms, patterns, traditions, ways of living that help to spur
us on; ways to encourage us, to inspire us to wake up, to break
through the illusions that bind us so that all can experience the
true joy of liberation.
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ďáͅ|´á̯
Ǩ͑Ƌʝ˼Ơ 1991 Ī 7 Ƴˇ;ÎɤGƷ
ȬͫǌÚ ˿
ǡ¤

čƠáΌT;ǵɃńƴˉ©Ƀˡ΅èƿ=Þ̀ƜȫΌ

ĒƲɀȮΌ͡ȗ;ƗGŽɃƟĵÞ̀ÞíΌ£Ļǟ͏ɃʐǍȓĄr
Ŭ|wǹÇÇ͜ǊƾĉƩΌVǰ̮̀2:;ƮΌȴʷǰƴɍ˛ȼ´
đɃŚōŬƨHʶȸʶËÌ̤ǭņͪȵǼɃǾǿʣΌɜĞwˍʞįǵĤ
ĭĪ{ŰĳɭɃǊƾĉ͕ËŬɌ?Ό̧̮ƨĤŬ_̉¦8ĭăɃÌƟΌ
ǅƺǰřwΌ ĪĿŬƲPȮËŰPɃȼŬ˸ 7´đ*ʆ
΅;ƗΌ̂Ŭɖ̯ ΅-IȵǼɃŝƩΌg 7ĽŉḚ̄ʊŬ ƺɤĤ
Ƀ͍ɠΌƇˉ˴ȷ̀ İ̻ɃƜȫΌͭĦǀȜ̧̀ƺƮʜΌgb
Ă´ŬIPɃĠÞΌ̀ĒƲɖ̯ "ŬIɃG˔ŗĸŬņřΌ̧
"'ͶȗãÏˉʶġɃTʋ̺ƺƮªƨɤņΏsöʣņ
Ű0ł ͍ëŬIĒ£0ɌpΌ͡ȗǁ Çā£ʲķ˶ǁ ɨ;ƗΌ£
' ÿ˛gʁƻË̺˙ĭHƳĿΌŬŲʭw İ̻´á
Ƀª˫Όƭȷ˴gˡŋ

ɃĠȻËȮĆȵǼΌdʣɃĠȻá£

ȼ=P˩ÞōʢΌ=Ĉǡ¤ĈƮȂȪ˩ÞüƗȵǼɃƓǳėͮƩΌd
ʣɃĠȻĒpȮ
ŬʭˍʞįǵĤÃť̮çĭǘΌ˴Ë-pāɃɲ ĪΌ-ȷˑͤʡ´đ
ɤ ͍ɠɃƟǵG˔ΌPȓ-GɤɃÐƺƟǵw Wat Pah Pong, ĿΌ͑ì
ǃċʣΊAjahn Chah¹-ȷ̮ȴ΄ƟǵGɤƱs-řΌ
ċʣ

ÿƲ̂Ŭ

ƒǉƴɃΌʤſ-ɃƟĵG˔£ȼˍʞįǵĤ˼̢ʶġɃG˔Ό
˴ƕƿɊȼçĿΌċʣ˴Ό
ĽçΌʘʙG
ÄǟŬI£0łɌwG˔ɈɃķȔf©Ŏ͡ȗËǡ¤ ɃTʋŮ˩
ƴŰ©Ό5dʣ͏ƨͭĦ ʸɃŬI͍ëɌw©Ƀ;ƗTʋ̼Ë
˼"ȴ΄Ό͡ȗ˘qūďá´ͅ|Ƀ©G˔ƟĵΌ5Ðƺ ̼
¡ƨ͐ƠņşɃ©ǒɺèƿƴƬŠÌ>ȷTʋΌ÷IĒƲ˷wŬIbņ
Ƀ rƟͮΌłƱʶɥDɃΌwƱ;đɃΌ˷wŬIȵǼɃ rėǘΌ¡
ƨȼ˘˲ˣƩΌȼ'0ÆÿˡŋɌļ¹ͳƩΌ˖ɬĒɀȵ
ǨèT;ƗΌĦ˘˰ȓ.˗ďΌ˛̂ʶġ̒ʎ͍͢ΌŬßΉ
Ŭ˛\ŉûū£0Ɍp̧ƨ.˗ǁHņͪɃG˔͚ǤǨèŬIł ɨ
͏ɃşįpɀΌǅƺčņͪɃɀĖǰƴʺ̓ŬI¡ř˛ŉǐΌ¡˛ʲŁ
wĒçŬIŽˉDɃ˝ˣΌǅƺǰƴɍǞɃɾɢ̤ǭȼŬI͍ë˰˾
w˂ƩΌɾɢȵǼɃɲ ɨˠ̿Ē͍ëŬI˰˾w˛ˣƖĨʶġ
Ű0ďƨžņ̯ͪ̕ɃƱs͚ǤΌ'Ɍw˛ȓʶġɃȵ³ƴṲ̋ǭ
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̧Ʃ͐ņʶġƨĽʶȗɃΌ=Ʋ ͍ëĒȇSĨu'ΌȚņ-'ɃɣvΌ
Äȓ=ʶġ̷Ëǯȉˉ=Ňͱ˛łǁHÑÆɃę̸͍ë£¡ȓʶġG˔Ό
ȓʶġĩ´ŉǐΌͶȗYLƴ͔èƿŬIĔ͔Ơ̧ ėǘΌʇƲƴǁɨȕ
ʧŝ
ŬƱ̠ƴ Hƴ̓Ƀʌͼ̨ĦŬɃHŎ̼ƨºţšÝ«ɃŬ
čá;ǵɊȼ¼ç£ƨwĪĪĮΌŬɖˠÌŝwƴɨˑȕʟɃ
ǫŒņɃŚʹƨŬßΉŬřp͢ŬĽĐƴ̧ɨŗǴɀȵΌ
ʤ÷́ɃĽķȔŬč˩Þˡŋ̼́Łǩȕʺ̓ΌǨè͋Ûͮč͏ȵ
ǼɫˑɃȵ³ĉ͕¿˶ɃȵǼΌŰƴ̧"̼͍ë́ŁͭĦ/'˦ç
W̙͘ ƶȕ͜ɃáȑΌ̧ƨɨķȔΌhɻɛŎɃ̄ͮŗʏŬč2
:'̼ŝwçΌčĉ͕ȵǼǩȕȚŊΌŰƴ r̼ƨl͋̆Ƀ
ŬIǦdHƧƷ̼Ʋŋ˳ĉıɃ˞ɗΌ˛ŋ 45 q̧͉ǔ£0ÿƷ͂
ƁXÊɃǫΌ͂ƝɀʹΌȫ̙ƠȮËɃȵǼƟĵΌ̳ùŭľŬÍË̺ŋΌ
ņřΈɍ˓Ήãǿ̉Ʃ͏©ƩŬ̷Ë˧ťŬ˛ŋ˳ɃƜ̧̞ƨm
ófGɃ͍ëΌŬƺŧĨˉP͍ɠŬņřΈ̧ɍƨƲƴÅͣŬ
ƺŧΆ̧"Ī̛´đēɏΌʤŬņƴ̧ǔ̄ͮɃ×ȹŬˡąw̧
΅Ό£ņ4ƴĽÞȯȸ˰©̧ɨ×ȹŬřΌ
Ů˩Ŭ̧"Ī̼͆Ό
Ů˩ŬƨHͲʴɫɫèΌ̮ƠǐˡɃUȲΌŮ˩PHïŤDɃ'Jƨ
ǞɝɃ̯̕
gĿǁ âΌŬP HȅȅǋǋɃàΌûcƨĹʿɃËàΌŬ¦
ʶġɃűΌ HƇˉ HΌŬɃŹžŴ?ΌƇˉƨg-ɃžͲΌjĊ÷
I¦ƅ̺ŗĸͭĦȵ ΌŬȴʷ̷Áw ɨȕyȐɃ±̯Ŭ¦^ĝűΌ
j¦¥űΏ¦{ HűžΌ¡}ͷž´ŹžŬb̻ƴHʬͯΌ
̿?Ή
ŬĒ̮̿?Όčà×˧ťŁͭĦͭĦȅǋŬɭŚ˾wʶġP"ȴ΄
pƠƘȎņΌŬŰ¦ƅɃÂýǞƨŬƱçɃƵʹű̧ɨ̄ͮΌʶŬƊ
ǥɃşį̲ˊțȞŰƴɃçµ̋ŬƯhSɃņͪµ̋ǞË˘ƊǥŬɃ
ƚͽwͨƌΌŚ˾wŰ̎Ƀ̕P͆Ƈˉ̷©ƩʶȗÌɀȵ "
ŬǰƴɍɃřá;ǵŮˆˋʹΌ£Ŭ͍ë®˪ʶġΌ
ɶ̧ ȵʶ
ġƴǰƴŁw zɃŉǐΌɶʶġƨ¬˛ȵ ɂ[ǘΌ¡˛Ŭʲȓ
Ý 7ɏȵP ɨº˔Ό̺΄Űƴ̺"Ʃ͏Ēǰƴǿ̧̉ɨŋͲ͍ëł
ņʶɀÌkp?ΌŬɬȗŝwͣ0ʛFɃŉǐΌŝw̛Ϳ̧ł̹̝ ř
ƨåŏɃΎ ɂ[ǘȵ³ΌȕƕɃǼ ΌcƨȾ˂șŖΌʈƿƨŉǐ
̧ƨɬɚʶŬ͐ŨɃȢȨĿȶȵɃ
èƿƴɳǣɃņşΌ¡ƨËɳļ rɃʇΌ̺=¡ƨËưʶġʢŢΌ
=čg-'ƨƸ)Ƀ=>ʹŚΌ=ƨË°Èĳɭ̏ ÔȠ
Ŭ£0ɌwΌ̧áͽĒƨáTʋƗɃ̏ÄΎȐɀ̏ȕɥɃņΌ͡ȗ2
ʾğΌ5ɶ
 ÌŶƎ?̧ǔŬIĒʶȗču'Ǿͩpv-Ƀ
ŗŨ´ʐ3ŬIŶ˰´Űƴg-ɏȵȵ³ƨɊ ʪCɃΌpƠċ͂ņΌ
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ŬIčʲßĨ-'ŝwŉǐ
ƴ̓ɃƨΌ©Ʃƴ'ʊŬ

ƺƮΌƮ

˴©ǔɃȯŋ͔Ơ;Ɨ<

ʣʻpįƗȧãƗɃ@ðg˼ Sri Ramakrishna ɃƔË Sri
Ramakrishna ´ Swami Vivekananda pȵ{ΌRamakrishna ĒwƱ;Ƀǈ
â̗̔ Vivekananda (-Ƀ˛Ķð)Vivekananda ËaÿΌč͏ǩȕʺ
̓Ƈ̠̺ʉčɃĜĚΌÞ΄NáɃ

ˮΉVivekananda ÍË̺`Όû

cǯȀËɤœΌȗĿ Ramakrishna ́ū HďõΌƨHł;â̯ȱ×
?ɃͅʿɃďõΌ-͍ëȨ̈7ʨʣͮ·ǛȭʥΌʨʣʇƠǸŚw
̧HďõΌ-ɑ͍ɎɐΌɌɌɎ{̧7Ǎȓ£ŜɃďõΌË̖̘ȭʥ
ƱĿΌ-ɃɎɐcɑ͍ΌɌˉďõΌďõ˴Ό
Ŭ˛oΌ=͗Ŭ
ȗĿ Vivekananda Ē̔-

̏

@ðƨ˼ȧãƗǵĤ Leib Ƀ-®˪ĶðI˴ΈËǟȵ{Ŭ
ʹŸʱΌʹ?w̧˙'͏]ȋś˓ΌȿȦɃ'ŬßΌʲ
jɶ â H̟ǪǓǔɃ'̮̎?Όʯ ųˉ͈ðΌčŬ˴Ό
=ƚâ̚
ˉ%ǬŐɃŉǐΌ̯ͣǰƴƭçɃ£PÀΐŬËňHQΌȓɃ¡ƨ
ʊu'ĥ? ΅΅ŉǐ=ËPȴ΄ΐ͎ˉǰΉ -ŝ Ό©Śo
ʯ ųˉ͈ðɃ'Ēƨ Baal Shem Tov---Hassidim Ƀ~ë' Ə˴-Ë
øþ;ʃȹ̱̬Ό̴ƍʲo?ƖŬIɃ'ÄǟΌË©TʋŬIɌ
w©ǔɃȯΌ̧ɍƨƴ̓Ή
ȓʶ̙ˉřƲ>ŬIŝwôȩΌ>ȼŬIɃɼșŘȆĐ͖Ŀƨ
èǟȼŬIɃȖŢ̇ņɔņïéķȔΌbņĩͬƩ@Ý=
I£ʲǸŚwΌɤGĢʌƴ HƧƷ=IÍË̺`Όņŋ͠ćͬΌ5
ƨ̷ǰƴʌͼwƚͽ Ƀºʹɤœņ˙ËřΈ̧ǰȴ΄Ό̯ͣ;Ċ-Ƀ
ƗĳɭȨ̈HÐɞ Àΐ̧ƨɨɫɁɃɾɢȥşΌǰƴȴ΄ŗɀȵ
ƣǰƴȴ΄ŋͲŝˠΌǰƴȴ΄áɃȚŗΌçWːË HďȒĕ˙̧
×ȹ ΅ș'Ό4ƨɨƂĩ´ɃʌͼΌ£0ȷ?P ɨȹŎüƗɃÐ
ɞ=řΈ̧ƨͻĔΉŬĢʌæ!eĪΌƴƩƴǙƶΌƴƩőŪΌ
ȮËʕɵwʶȸɫ͏ŬIwͩâΌ£ƨ ȡǱȍ̧č¸ΉƇ
ˉ=˰˾wΌ̷̧ƨ;Ű˴Ƀʨ̯ȵǼɃɈɃΌÄȓ>=ǰƴƽ˚ƦͶ
Ì>=șŘΌȼƴ=ŮŬòËΏƴŬɃŝˠòËΌƴ'
ËŝɖΌƴH'
ΌƴɨHͽɃŝˠòËΌ͡ȗķȔΌɬͶΌ£÷
ŐĦòËˉŬ˝ΌƨɨWȠΌWɇȨ ǔÈʗˉŬIɃņȯʈǏΌÄȓ
ŬIčɇȨɃȵǼ̮ƠÏˉΌŰ0ǸŚwʶġ˘ÈɃĆ͜ŗĸ¡ƴ
ȼ r̼nͬ?0ĿΌ'ŲƴǖƲˠąwʶġː×ɃĔ͔ŎΌƣ̆Ό
±
á;ƗÝ«Όķ˶v-ģơŞŕΌȓ rɏȵG˔>èǟΌ
èƿG˔ǝƠŬ˛Ċȵ³ȫʊ rɏȵɃ×ȹΌ\ɶĢGʷĽ;ɃɧįΌ
Ʊʇ+ȗƴHŬ´=
Όƴ̧HËĨ rɏȵɃ'̺ǔɃˮΌ
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>=Łw˩ÞŉǐΌ̷ƨƲƴ̧H͝ɟΌ

ɨôɭɃŝˠΌ̧ƨɨ͛͢

şŰ0GɤĽ͂˛Ό˛ǯ̾Ơv-Ƀřǵ´ŝèƿ=ǸŚw;
Ƀ˩Þ͍ɠ̼ƨÈʗˉȕɥ

ɫ
Όʤ̪˔ɃΌǨè͐ƠȕŬɳɳΏ
èƿǰƴŬΌ̺ƨ˵Ë«cȹ́ƒp̺Şŕ^¯ΐèƿǰƴŬΌƨ˵
ËŞŕΌ̧H'ƨ˵ΐ
ŬI£0Ɍwƴ HȯˣΌòËɃėǘΌ÷̐̑'Ŭ˝ˣɃƻʓȕ
˹ŬIɃFʹÞ΄;đʅʒʂȏΌ͖ͭŬI̐̑H'ɃŝˠquΌ
ĒʕƲƴɨûʞŝˠΌȸÌƴɨôȩɃŝ
ŬIèƿɀáņΌĒƲ˰˾wΌ÷ƨǭȕ ƬŠɃĆɊŰŇͱɃÄʄΌ
̧ɩȓͅ|
ͅ|Śȓͅ|ɘͥͦ£ÙΌǍgƴΌ͊ ǔɃɍ
ȯ̧ĒƨčȕŬɃɕˣĊǸŚž«ŬɃŝΌȷG˔?ˡȘ
ŬIčƠʶ̙HͽŰPɃM˨ŬI ÿ˛ĊņłÝ× ɦ͍ΌˡȘŬIč
ƠˡȘʣŰPɃM˨ȼņćͬ?ĿΌƆˬ0̧͵Ƀ¹ͳƨƴɅɃ
˵ƨ̧ rɃņΐËGɤɃƨ˵ΐɕɖ̧"ȥǴɃ'ƨ˵ΐ
ɕɖʣƨ˵ΐ
ɖ̯ŋͲŝˠɃƨȴ΄ΐ
čƠʶŬHͽòËɃM˨Ό
èƿŬI̪˔ˡąƀůΌȨȠĒƲɬȗJÕe Ī{Ŭƴ ǘ̧ɨʌ
ͼ̺ƩΌŬË ǘ͋Ƀɤ ΌŃ¹Ŭƨ˵ΐ ŮŬƨȴ΄ΐ
ȷǟȶȵȽŗΌżčʶŬɃŝˠ?ˡą̺ƩĒçW̎pȒʿɃɇȨΌǠ
a͙^ȝȟΌˀ̭ÌɃ̓ŬŝwǍįɃȅƝ´ˣƒΌçWËǱȍ
̫wʍǻ
;˴ rŉǐƱŉǐɃΌ˅̮ƠłʶŬɃɉˠˣʳp?˩ƴ'
ƲˠŁ£ɱΌȕŚʟΌÄȓŬ4ƨcøþ͏ƱɍĆɃƽ˚è
ƿƴȴ΄ƽ˚ƨɍĆɃΌ̺ĒƨŬ 
£̧̼ƨÄȓŬIłƹççƆɪ
̮Ŭ

ŬɃ͵ɃŝˠʤĢΌ̧̼ƨÄȓŬIłƹççəɪɌȅǋΌ
Ű0ĬˠŲ ɉEȺ? Ƥ=,ʅˡąΌ̺ĬˠĒƲɚȊΌƲj˘
÷Űǚͻ
ȷȽŗ?ƀůŬIŰPɃM˨´ʶġËbņĳɭɃȠØΌç̌"M˨Ƀ
ƀůƲĊĬˠȳˣΌ
Ŭ˝ƲƺʲÌɭz͍ëȶȵ "ƽ˚ΌP "0q
ƘŬIɃǸŚΌ>ŬIQǝ?
Ŭ˝Ēè©2:ŌǣɃȵ³
ƤŬIƀůgʷ;ȕ

ɃņÌ7ƩΌĒƲȶȵ

ǔΌ

ɨȄɃŧ=ƲɀȮΌ

bņƲŻp§ɨƴ̓Όƴ̡Ƀřǵ>=̒ŉPuɃŰ0'ͧ˛Ľá
ɃǮņŲʲ˴
ΌĊņźÃ?Ń¹Ό
̧ƨ˵ΐƨȴ΄Ëˠąw̧ɨ
Ȅΐ
ƨȴ΄Ëˠąw̧ɨŝΐ

Ëͅ|ʽˁǷʝ˒ʌΌ=̀wȕŬɊ'ɊɏȵɊÛʣɊΌ
Ů rƴȓǵΌèàĬǶĺΌèͩ$èͦΌŧPèƨˡŮ r¶ņ
̩͵Ƀˮ©ǔΌËʨÎǦâŋ˳Ƀņʌ˼ȕʿř
˔˾ΌȕȕƦΌȕȵʡǣΌȕ˂͠Ȋ̧̯Ēƨ̂ŬI̎pc̻ƴȓ
ȹΌčc̻ƴȓȹ0ˡą˛ËƺŎƨúcΌ˘ƻʓƠƩ͏Ŭȵ
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ǣɃc̻ƴȓȹǭˣʳΌǭɝÿΌǭúc¡˛ŬI̷ËƴȓɃŝýȹ
ǭŉǐΌĒǸÿƲäƶΌ£ʲū
ȵ

ǣ

'

Ŭ

˂
͵Ό̼ƨɊčɍȯΌËɪɮɍȯǰƴ˂
Όł?ȕ'ȵΌ$ȕ'
ǣΌŰƴɃ r̼£0ȷè

êŮƫ̭Ƀņɳ˕˱?ĸĂ
ƴ̓ɃƨΌ̧"bĂVËáͅ|Ƀʌi£0ŵwΌË İ̻
ʨiΌ\ɶ÷Ů˩ƨķ˶Ƀ͂΅Ό;©ǔƴ˯ɆɃ͍ɠƴɃƗĤȴ
ʷƠ˴ŧƗƄȕŬ
Ό̧Ľ͟ ǘËˍʞįǵĤ͍ɠĿΌËİ 7
ˉª;öƗĤŝwͭĦÅƐúΌÄȓˍʞįǵĤȓËā'͍ɠȕŬ
Ό
̧7;öƗĤ˰ŗ̑ƨǍ̄̈Ƀ
Ί-ʶġƨËā'ΉƏ˴ 7ǹÇ;
XŽ©ǔɌǵΌ-˰ȓčŰƴ'̼͍ɠȕŬ
ΌãķȔΌ£Ŭȕǵ̌©
̧ɨɌǵΊɱʬ
̧ƨǍhįˣʳɃ͍ɠË
łñ˙˔͏Ɍw̧ ΅Ό÷ƞĊ=ƈʷʉčɍȯ
@èΌƴ"îʝ͌¹ Anuradha ǨΈ

İ̻ɃƗΌ=Ʋ

˽ƿɃ'ǣĿɃŎ̋ƨȴ΄ΐ
è?Ό̧7˽ƿɃ'ΌǣĿŗĸè:ΐ 
-I̷òËʹ¬ΐ
ǨÃɴ˴Έ;̧ǔ˼
čƟ¹Έ̺-IòËΐ
;̧ǔ˼
̺-IƣòËòËΐ
;̧ǔ˼
̺-IƣòËƨòËΐ
;̧ǔ˼
îʝ͌˴Έ= ÿƨ|?ɃUȲΌ˛΄ƨŦ;Ƀ͍ɠΌ˛΄Ēƨ
ʲßʊŬI HʰɃɴ˜
͑˺Ǒ͒ċʣ˝;ΌÒ®-IɃčˮbĂΌ¹;Έ
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ŬÃɴɃǞɝÀΐ
;˴Έ=ɃÃɴǞɝ
=ƨ¬Ɍwè?ƨ!ˎ¯ΐ
ǰɌ̮Όċ
=ƨ¬Ɍwè?hƴ!ˎ¯ΐ
ǰƴΌċ
=ƨ¬Ɍwè?hƴ!ˎ¯ΐ
ΌċΌ̧ɨ˼ǵč
=ƨ¬Ɍwè?Ë!ˎb¯ΐ
Όċ
̺΄=ƨ¬Ɍwè?Ë!ˎÝΌʹq͢¯ΐ
ΌċΌ̧ɨ˼ǵč
;˴ΈɃɝΉĒƨ̧ǔΌŬȮË´̮ŰƗɃ̼ƨ˂
Œ 

´˂Ƀǝ
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